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Annie’s group:
● Let’s utilize the cohort to serve to demonstrate the programming.

○ Can we build a template for creative aging programs for Kansas?
● How do we make room for prioritizing creative aging?Investigating and understanding

potential cross-sector partnerships so that the partnerships are  nuanced and
intentional in building partnerships that serve everyone involved.

● Using our resources wisely.  How do we support these programs with our assets?
● Triple A can be a good resource to get information to older adults. They can connect

organizations to folks who are interested in serving older adults and would be engaged
in the benefits of creative aging programs.

● Connecting to Kansas’ incredible university programs in art therapies. Leveraging the
benefits of the programming and making connections to how all creative aging
programs (therapeutic, arts education, hybrid) can work together to illuminate and
demonstrate to larger cross sector partners - NIH, NEA, AARP, etc.

● The two benefits of creative aging: combats social isolation and reignites a sense of
purpose.  We need to illuminate these ideas to broader audiences.

Penelope's group:
● Need to know the activity director/the person with the budget. FIND THE RING LEADER
● Engage as an artist.
● Know what you know. Do not force a structure you are not comfortable with. CLEAR

initial communication.
● Make sure you know your community. They may not all be on the cusp of the work

we’re doing.
● Check out the place prior. Self preservation. No support of staff.
● Consistent showing up not only for students but for the community. Meet face to face.

Antonia’s group:
● Listen to what your partners have to say about their own community.
● Seek out the helpers from within the community.
● Send in the right teaching artist for that community.
● A good partnership begins with laying a strong foundation.
● Set the right time-frame for your program that takes into consideration the partners

scheduling and needs
● Take your cues from the knowledge and experience of your partner’s community



● Be sure not to take on too much. You can’t say yes to every partnership. Overextending
does neither partner any good.

● Give voice to communities that have not had these kinds of partnership opportunities

Asma’s group:
● Meet that person in the community who knows everybody and ally with them so they

can introduce you around.
● Invite the staff and administrators to participate in your workshops.
● Research the new community you are entering, the stores, best places to eat, parks in

the community.

Nathan’s group:
● Listen - get to know your community and needs.
● Build relationships - it takes time.
● Don’t assume - everyone needs to be on the same page.
● Representation - having an organization that is diverse and inclusive of the communities

you are trying to reach.
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